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I. Introduction
'hotocmi.ssion from a metal, in which an electron is excited by 
1 incident photon and escapes to the vacuum by overcoming 
he suiface potential barrier is well established as a technique 
ni studying the electronic states below the Fermi level 1 1,21. 
a^ny methods for photoemission calculation [3,4] have been 
icvcloped where wavefunctions for the semi-infinite solids arc 
'instructed accurately.
However, in these calculations, the spatial variation o f the 
Photon lield is generally neglected. An accurate calculation o f 
he electromagnetic field in the surface region is a complex 
'^oblcm and first principle calculations are available j 5,6] only 
’^r.|ellium model. On the other hand, empirical calculations of 
lelds ncai the surface with ‘ local’ dielectric function have been 
to explain certain qualitative features o f photoemission 
for tungsten |7], aluminium [8], palladium 19J etc\ This 
^^ h^od has been reasonably successful even with simple 
'1‘ivetunciions for calculating matrix element for evaluation of 
Photoeurrent.
‘^^ oesponcling Author
In this report, wc pre.sent a different type o f ‘ local’ dielectric 
lunclion, which is a logarithmic function o f ’ , and use it in 
deriving the vector potential in the bulk, surface and vacuum 
regicMis. The vectt>r potential so derived will be used to calculate 
photocurrent from metals like A1 and Be. We will compare the 
present results with earlier calculations 18,10-12).
2. Dielectric model and calculation.s of electromagnetic 
fields
Wc consider the metallic surface to be extended in the negative 
’ -direction with surface parallel to the v-y plane such that the 
metal occupies all space to the left o f c = 0 plane. The model
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of model for dielectric function.
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dielectric function (Figure 1) for the bulk ( z ^ —d) , surface 
{ -d  < z^ O )  and vacuum ( z > 0 )  is given by iz- 4 U ' ' i„  Uic smt,,
Z < - d  \
i\UJ.z)= 1+ 7 '^ — - d < z < 0 \
c >  0 ;
l i V l i l ,
log .^ 2
1 ,
As
2e d ^ dz " ...... -
region, hence neglecting it, eq. (3) for the surface regu)n can lx 
written as
(1)
dzZ- ■^21og,2L
log^2 + 2 ( f* - l ) lo g ^ (
d
where t'i,Uo) ~ 6) (aj)-i- it\{(o ) is bulk dielectric function. For
(O .
/>-polarized light, B{z) = B { K , a), z) (where K — — sinf ,^ is
c
small) and it obeys the following equation f 13]
As < 1 in the surface region, since c lies between 0 
-d, we can write
d f  1 cHi \
dz I e ck. J
(0~ AT“
log .^^1 -  — j  -  Neglecting second and hig!‘lei (Mdc
I A? = 0  . (2) terms, we get
To solve the above equation, we follow the prescription o f 
Landau and Lifsitz [ I4| where B = idz)yli '(z) . so that
d^ii 
dz
 ^ ^ \ I 1 3 1 f dc  ] 1  ^ d '^u^  + <:- (r-sm-^>, ) »  + ^— |/ = 0 . P )  —  +  (a z  +  b ) „  =  0
—  ^ + “  = which can he hciu
r/r” d log,, 2
expressed as 
In vacuum, e = [ and de jdz = 0 hence eq. (3) reduces to with a = ___ _^___ (1 t\,) and b ^
d-ii
r/z“
and its solution is
+ COS" 0,u - 0
u = A()C ‘ F BqC^'" ,
a)
(4)
where b, = — cos^, . 
c
In the bulk region, and de/dz = 0 hence eq. (3)
reduces to
 ^ -  Sin" fJ, j/f = 0
and its solution is given by
u = A^e  ^ ' w)
In the surface region,
d €  _  ey -  t _______  1
r/ log,,2 ' ^
Thus, the solution o f eq. (6) is it{z) = A, (^)-i- B ,i^ ) .
where ^ = and A, (^ ) and £f, (if) are Airy ihiki
1151 given by
2 . '*
A ( ^ ) =  ( i + 7 3 ) ( i + ^ ^ ^ + - . .
Absorbing the numerical coefficients and neglecting higher 
terms, we write the solution in the surface region as
As Biz )  =  tdiz)y/e(z) and using the boundary condition> 
that B and dBjdz are continuous at z =0 and  ^= -t/, we obtain
and
d -£  -(£■* -1 ) 1
dz^ lo g ,2 { z - d ) ^  •
(vaculiffO
(e )^  , {surface) (® 
(bulk)
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Xhe electric field components can be obtained from the written as 
field by using the relation
I" V. )<S( E , - E , -  hco)
X f » ( E - h m ) [ \ - ( I D
E ' ( K , co , z )  =  -
c dB
i(Ot' dz
 ^ sin^. „
[; {K . CO, z) ----------- B .
£
Thus, vve can write the vector potential in three regions as
_  E \ K
where /y' is the perturbation responsible T(m* ph(^U)cmission 
by a radiation o f frequency (o,\y/i) , and E refer to the initial 
slate wavefunction and energy and |v^ / ) and to the final 
 ^ state wavefunction and energy and /(,(K) dentites the F e^rmi 
occupation functuin. We are considering the phtHocmission to 
take place along c-axis, which is normal to the surface plane c = 
0 . We may therefore write //' in one dimension as
-  sin {e~ ' ^ ) ,
-s in <9, 1 I I r1 + - ^  |+.v| f +
ik -Jt‘j, -- w n ~ O, z
(vacuum)
I f ' = 'z .  ^ (I  ^ <l ^ . I^  (2) I , ( 12)
77
-sin^.
12
[h P  -■
pqe
y+1
(surface) where A^ i^z.) -  [ a ;^(z.)) j with as the comptment o f
(9) vector potential along c-axis and A^  ^is the amplitude of  incident 
(hulk) beam. The formula for phot<^cmission cross section can be
written as
6 r  12
1-f V ^ ‘
' dz. 1  d z  'dS2 (o
(13)
We will use here the formula deduced in eq. (9) for A ,^ (^z) • 
3b evaluate the photoemission crosssection (eq. {13)), we also 
need the initial and final state wavcfunctions.
ik c o s B , ( r ^ x A ) -
f  X
T j ^ + p r -\-x
J X 7 J '
a  ^ 4- a  ^ T pA 
3
4dy/£i, logj, 2
r  = -
ad - b
^2 7^" +  p P  +  a | 4- +  p A ^ - ¥ ik  co aP , ( P  +  x A )
= ik J e , . - s i n - O , . / 3 = -----^
' / V ^ l
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“ Golden rule expression for the current density 116] may be
I ,
4
■^1
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of model potential for calculating initial 
state wavefunction in free electron model.
By matching the wavefunction at the surface plane z = 0 , we
may write the initial state wavefunction 117J as
m
2nh
j I exp(/7:,z) + ^ ^^-i^exp(-/7r,z) |, (z  < 0) 
ki )  L iki -  X
2iki
2nti-ki J ik i~ X
— exp(-;ir z ) , ( z > 0 )
(14)
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2 2m... . ,2 2//7 „
where Z  -  ”7^ (^o  “  ) ’ ~  ~ p r  •
t r  t r
The final state wavefunction is the scattering state 1 18] o f 
the step fx^tential encountered by the electron and may be written
as
y// (^) =
2m
2 n t r f . i )  p  + k
If —^  I (,> 0 );
\^27Ttrj/
(15)
where X: 7 = E , 
' t r  '
and - V „ ) .
The matrix element in eq. (13) for photoemission can be 
evaluated by using the above expressions f(^ r the vector potential 
and the wavefunctions. However, to ensure convergence |4| for 
r < 0, we introduce a convergence factor e (for c < 0) in the 
calculation o f the matrix element due to lifetime effects.
Expanding the matrix element in eq. (13), we have
-d , . -fi
d a f *7 / J I f *  7= J v't ^<oiz)--— dz-^ - J y/f — i f — y/,dz.-^
dz.
dA,^{z).
Jv'*
-t!
* dA.^Kz)
dz
y^ ,dz. +
( 16)
where in each region, the wave functions and the vector 
potentials corresponding to that region have to be used. 
FORTRAN program was developed to evaluate the integrals in 
eq. (16).
4. Results and discussion
We have used the formula o f eq. (9) for vector potential in 
calculating A^(z)\ as a function o f for three locations o f 
the planes at s = 0 (vacuum), z =  -d /2  (surface) and z = - d  
(bu lk). By incorporating this vector potential \ ^ iz )  » 
photocurrent has also been calculated as a function o f hfo for 
two values o f surfaces, namely, d =  5 a.u. and d 0 (narrow 
surface width). We have employed the initial state wavefunction 
y/^  deduced by Thapa et al\\l\ for free electron model, hence 
the formalism developed has been applied to the case o f A1 and 
Be which are prototype free electron metals. For each case.
experimentally determined dielectric constants [19,201 had h‘ 
used and also the following parameters were u,sed hn buiim 
cases ;
Initial state energy E. = 11.7 cV,
Work function cp =  4.98 eV,
Height o f the step pt^tential = 15.95 eV,
Surface width ^/= 2.65 A,
Scattering constant cx = 0.2 - 
Angle o f incidence 0, = 45 .^
Photon energy (eV)
Figure 3. Plot of as a function of photon ciui^y loi \i
In Figure 3, the plot o f variation o f | (r.)[ against phou
energy is shown for three locations o f surface planes in t! 
case o f Al. For the surface region ( z = —dj2  ), wc liml tli 
IA^  ^(z)| increases to a maximum at photon energy tun Pc 
it then decreases as tito is further increased. There is a nnnmiu
m A^,j(z) at tuo =15 eV  and with further increase in phou 
energy, it showed a second hump o f very small magniiudc 
Af^ {^z)\ at hco 18 eV. 7’he important point to note here istii
A^ j^ iz) showed a minimum at hco =15 eV, which is the plasnii 
energy o f Al. Similar trends had been ob.scrved by Levinson 
at [21J, Feibelman [5] and Barberan and Inglesfield [2.11 H
behaviour o f (z)| in the case o f other locations of siutae 
planes, for example at c = -  d (bulk) and c = 0 (vacLuim) 
different than in the case o f surface ( z = —df^ ).
The plot o f variation o f | A^ ,^  (z)| against photon energy t( 
Be shows same behaviour as in the case o f A l and is sho'vn i 
Figure 4. In the case o f Be also we find that the vanatmn i
\A(o (2)| with photon energy is interesting only for the suiL^ ^
region ( z = - d j l ). Here also, the plot o f 
tico showed a maximum at hco =13 eV, and decreased tmvarti'' 
minimum as hw v/sis increased further. Most minimum' 
|A^ t,(z)| in the case o f  Be occurred at = 2 0 eVandshowt'
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Iniost a constant minimum as hco increased further. Similar 
l^ j^ aviour was obtained by Thapa and Kar [24J in which minimum
wasobtained at fico =20eV .
13 16 19 22 25
Photon energy (eV)
4. P lot o f  |A . ; ( ’ )| as a f i in c l iu i i  o f  p ho ton  ene rgy fo i Be
In Figures 5 and 6, plots o f photocurrent as a function o f 
the case o f AI and Be arc shown respectively, for two 
:ases ol surface widths namely d ~  2.65 A  and d - 0  (nan ow 
,urtace width). As it is a model calculation, we have chosen the
Rioton energy (eV)
iKure 5. Phoioeuricnt as a function of photon energy for AI with
Photon energy (eV) 
as a function of photon energy for Be with
same value o f physical parameters for , <Z>, V'^ , etc. However, 
the respective values o f dielectric constant o f each metal had 
been used for the calculatitms. In both the metals, we find that
for , the behaviour o f photocurrent is similar to the
behaviour o f . The reason for this being that is
involved in the matrix element o f eq. (11). The results o f 
photocurrent in the case o f Al showed trends as obtained by 
Levinson [21 j, Fcibelman [5|, 'fhapa and Kar [8,11 j. Similarly, in 
the case o f Be, we find that the photocurrent results showed 
similar behaviour as obtained by Barlynski ct r//[23 j, Thapa and 
Kar[24J.
5. Conclusion
The p[ots o f photon fie[d as weM as photocurrent (Figures 5,6) 
agree qualitatively with the experimental results. We feel that 
proper choice o f Initial and final state wavefunctions will enable 
us to extend the model to transition metals and semiconductors. 
Fven though the choice o f this dielectric model has no theoretical 
background, the dielectric model does work well specially in the 
case o f Al.
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